CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter covers conclusion and suggestions dealing with Students’ Perception towards working in small group of English Department Of Jambi University.

1.1 Conclusion

Small group for fifth semester of English Department Of Jambi University this method should be often used to make students have close among all class members, students can communicate well to complete group tasks, share ideas with other members. Based on the research on English Department of Jambi University, the researcher presents several conclusion of her finding.

The finding result of the advantages of using small group at very high level. It mean that the students in fifth semester got many benefits gained when doing the task with the group, and of the contents of disadvantages of using small group at very high level. It mean that feel no benefit when studying with the group, the student is only comfortable when doing the task of self, because if doing his own assignment its value also according to what is done.

5.2 Suggestion

It is hoped that the result of this research is able to give information for teachers and educational scientists about students’ perception toward working in small group in the collage in Indonesia, especially in Jambi. Small groups can be
an effective learning situation in which students learn both through instructions from their teacher and from interaction with each other. The group also provides opportunities for individuals to speak in front of others and to receive feedback from teachers and peers. It will help teacher to know students’ need and perspective toward small group session of English Department. So that, if the lecturer are aware with this problem pay more attention, for example when dividing group members and also share the value to each member of the group, so the students be more excited if working with the group because it can share ideas, less time, tasks are done was not so difficult. So, the result deeply based on teachers perspective and observation in teaching that students. So it can give more improvement to education field in Indonesia.